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REALM OF WATER
Innovation of structure and space versatility

Work of art has been performing in the role of pearl to illuminate human culture. Masterpiece, in other words, evokes intensity of 
emotion that reinforce sympathetic response. Water, sunshine, air and soil are indispensable components in human activities 
and they have laid foundation for the public realm which evolve modern Civism.
“Human nature is water, not stone.”- Marty Rubin Conceptt
The conception of new cultural station is the water element. It features the connection between itself and surrounding 
environments, stitching from the river edge to CBD in the format of smoothness, flexibility and fluidity.
New cultuNew cultural bus station has three levels. Metro bus station entrance and public plaza are located in ground floor has. 
Train station entrance, public green garden and connective pedestrian bridge are in level one. Public function workshop, 
such as amazon pop-up loft, is situated in level two and it provides free Wi-Fi, technical support and secure cloud 
services platform for individuals and small business during day time while operates as restaurant and bar at night time. 
All the floors are designed in open layout which maximise the suitability to any upgrade in the future.
Owning flOwning flowability and sculpturally shaped structure, the building has an expression of extension of its surroundings. 
On one hand, the two main crossed shelters have supported each other to format interior space allowing natural lights 
going through top level to underground. On the other hand，façade of building has extended to be seating and ramp, 
making the building become a useable sculpture, and allowed people have experience both inside and outside.
South Brisbane is a gateway to Southbank and Brisbane city where the new cultural centre metro station is located. 
As a landmark, it will strengthen South Brisbane to be a 
world-class cultural precinct.
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